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Are you tracking every  
click online, but still in  
the dark in-store?

In-Store Analytics

Every day shoppers walk through your stores, but limited to POS 

and loyalty data you’re left with a blindspot. You don’t know things 

like: shopper interest in your product mix, stopping power of your 

merchandising or shopper impressions and conversions per aisle, 

category or product. The fact is, brick-and-mortar may control over 

91% of all U.S. retail sales, but without these kinds of insights you can’t 

harness that selling power.

Cenique’s in-store analytics offers a solution. No more guessing. No 

more unmanageable or un-actionable data. No more unpredictable sales. 

And, no more mass-marketing tactics that don’t work. of all U.S. retail sales take 
place in physical stores.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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IN-STORE ANALYTICS

With Cenique, in-store analytics isn’t just door counts 

anymore. Within a very small footprint, we can place 

anonymized video analytics in just about anything in-

store—from new or existing signage, displays, kiosks and 

merchandising to ceilings or even the product shelf.

With these tiny cameras in place, you can affordably start 

pairing your POS and loyalty data with shopper insights to 

directly influence your sales per square foot (see sample 

insights to left). You also get the option to use these insights 

to trigger targeted marketing to shoppers in real-time for 

increased conversion. And, thanks to our anonymized facial 

detection software you don’t have to worry about data 

or privacy concerns for any of this, since no imagery or 

personal data on shoppers is ever stored. 

Real-time, actionable  
shopper insights in-store... 

 
Understand shopper impressions, paths, 
dwell and demograhics at the store-, 
category- or product-level

Measure and affect category and 
merchandising attract value, stopping 
power and engagement

Diagnose causes of poor store sales 

Learn same-store, store-to-store and   
cross-store shopping behavior by day/  
time, geographic area, category, etc.

And more...
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Key Features...

In-Store Analytics

Small Footprint
Everything needed fits within the size of 
your palm

Easy Setup

Place it just about anywhere—ceilings, shelves,              
even new/existing signage or merchandising

Anonymous Video Technology

Zero data and privacy concerns thanks to  
non-invasive video technology

Optional Content Marketing 

If using a digital display, trigger real-time,  
target messages in-store based on analytics

On-Demand Dashboard

Access analytics online, anytime and slice  
and dice data with rich filters
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Key Metrics...

In-Store Analytics
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Included Shopper Metrics:

Optional Content Metrics:

 + # of sessions

 + Session duration

 + # of clicks

 + # of pages viewed

 + Content viewed

 + More...

 + # of shoppers
 + # of shopper impressions
 + # of engagements
 + Attention to dwell time
 + Gender counts
 + Age bracket counts
 + Day/time breakouts
 + Region/store breakouts
 + Category/merchandising breakouts
 + Heat maps
 + Path analyses

Category Shopper Impressions
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